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THE LIBRARY
The County of Los Angeles Public Library was established in  
1912 under authority of the County Free Library Act. Today,  
The Library provides services to more than 3.5 million residents  
living in unincorporated areas and to residents of 49 of the  
88 incorporated cities of Los Angeles County. The service area  
extends more than 3,000 square miles.

The Library consists of an administrative headquarters location 
that handles all the materials processing and technical services 
and 87 library locations throughout LA County. The Library has 
a circulation of 13M annually including books, Kindles, laptops, 
magazines, newspapers and government publications. The  
Library also offers online database access.

THE CHALLENGE
Space is one of the biggest challenges for the libraries within the  
LA County Library System. Many of the LA County community  
libraries are small, and it is a challenge to provide both desktop  
computing stations and the space required for community  
programs. With the physical limitations of the libraries, there were  
only six desktop computers available per library. The libraries were 
limited in their ability to rearrange the physical space for the types  
of programs they wanted to offer. 

The Library administrative staff realized that they needed to rethink 
the use of physical space for more collaboration, training programs 
and children’s after school programs. The Library offers computer 
coding programs where many of the libraries use laptops for  
coding classes. Previously the libraries had to put in a request with 
the administrative headquarters to dispatch more computers before 
programs could be scheduled. From an administrative standpoint, 
Headquarters had to manage the logistics to dispatch computer  
assets to various locations based on programming needs. 

THE SOLUTION
The ComputeIT provides the library with the ability to give patrons 
self-service access to laptop computers, Kindles and other  
electronic devices. The self-service kiosk’s compact design fits  
well within the footprint of the libraries. D-Tech’s multi-bay kiosk is  
modular and flexible, and an additional twelve bays can be added 
when more laptops are required in a library location. 

With the implementation of the ComputeIT, the libraries now have 
the computing devices on hand for staff training, coding classes 
and after school programs. Prior to the installation of the  
self-service kiosk, patrons had to sign in for the use of the desktop 
computers and were limited to two hours per day. In many cases, 
the patron’s access could be cut off in the middle of their research. 
The laptops can be checked out and returned to the kiosk by 
patrons without staff involvement. The laptops can be used for an 
unlimited amount of time and anywhere within the library and even 
outside on the library premises. The laptops are equipped with GPS 
and are tied to a patron’s account for tracking/retrieval purposes.

THE RESULTS
– Expanded services – More public access/internet time
– Improved services – Flexibility and convenience
– Increase Programs – Homework Help and Coder Classes
–  Increased laptop-lending usage: in 2014 loaned: 3,870;  

in 2015 loaned: 5,206; and in 2016 YTD loaned: 5,725.

CUSTOMER COMMENTS 
“The libraries within our system serve as  
community centers for our patrons. The fact  
that it’s needed and they are being used has 
been satisfying. Our patrons have expressed 
their appreciation for the increased programs 
that are now being offered at our community  
libraries. The use of the ComputeIT self-service 
kiosk has freed up our headquarters and  
community library staff to focus on much-needed 
programs and services rather than on the 
logistical requirements of processing  
computers from one location to another.”

– Binh Le, Interim Assistant Director, CIO
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